09.04.2021 Fuel Cell Bipolar Plates Technology from
Dana Inc. Featured at Hannover Messe
Dana

Incorporated

will

showcase

solutions

for

industrial

transformation in the mobility sector at the 2021 Hannover
Messe virtual tradeshow. Dana will highlight its metallic and
composite bipolar plate technology for fuel cell stacks at the
conference taking place April 12-16, 2021.
Bipolar

plates

are

an

integral

component

for

enhancing

the

performance of the fuel cell stack and depending on the application
and the customer’s specification, Dana offers both metallic and
composite plates.

“The global fuel-cell market is gaining momentum as the mobility
industry transitions to zero-emission vehicles,” said Antonio Valencia,
president of Dana Power Technologies. “For more than two decades,
Dana has been leveraging its engineering expertise to deliver awardwinning technology that is critical to the fuel cell stack. Our global
presence and manufacturing prowess enable our customers to meet
their emission, quality, reliability, and cost requirements.”

Manufactured

using

the

company’s

patented

integrated

sealing

technology and in-line conductive coating, Dana’s ultra-thin metallic
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bipolar plates deliver superior power density, reliability, and durability
and can cut fuel cell stack costs by up to 10 percent. These metallic
plates were named a finalist for the 2020 Automotive News PACE
Awards and were recognized by the Fuel Cells and Hydrogen Joint
Undertaking (FCH JU) with a 2019 FCH Award in the Best Success
Story category as part of the INSPIRE Project. Dana is one of ten
partners in the INSPIRE project, which develops innovative stack
components for fuel cells with high power densities.

Dana’s composite bipolar plate assemblies provide a reliable, highperforming, and cost-effective solution for fuel cell stacks.

They

deliver improved performance and manufacturability, aiding originalequipment manufacturers in realizing commercialization of fuel cellpowered mobility.
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